
 

 

● Set a time once or twice a year to clean up your database. This is the time to enter 
information about your donors that has been living somewhere else all year (handwritten 
notes, spreadsheets, etc).  Also, make sure your major funders’ and prospects' information is 
current (current emails, phone numbers, and addresses). You don't want these supporters to 
miss out on your updates, especially as you are sending out information about COVID-19 
recovery and other timely information. 

● Who manages your database? Having several people inputting data into your system can 
cause errors and gaps in information. Consider assigning one person on the team as the 
database manager and/or create a database manual so data is entered consistently and 
accurately. This will also improve the output of data for reporting and analysis. 

● Is it time for an upgrade? It is worth taking the time to evaluate if the current systems are 
fulfilling your needs or causing more problems with tracking your donors and prospects. 
Though transitioning to a new database system does take time and money, it is important to 
think of the long term goal and if staff time would be reduced in the future with a more 
effective system and provide more sophisticated reporting.  

● Are your data fields working for you? Over time, data fields can start to accumulate and 
lose their relevance. As part of the annual clean up, review your current fields and if tracking 
certain fields is still helpful. Also are there new fields that should be added to better evaluate 
how your donors and prospects interact with the organize (i.e. how they came to the 
organization, event attendance, committee involvement, other volunteering, donor/volunteer 
of a peer organization, etc)? 

● How does your database interface with your marketing and communications? Whether 
you have separate systems or they are directly linked, your database should be intimately 
connected to your donor and prospect communications. As you are communicating more 
these days electronically with your supporters, using your database to create and track 
specific groups will allow you to send more targeted, effective emails and reduce email 
fatigue through blasting all your contacts with every organizational update. 
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